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A word from the Headmaster
A tattered old hardcover book sits in 
my study, given pride of place since Mr 
Bowen entrusted it to me some years 
ago.  it is the Monitor’s register, into 
which the names of school Monitors are 
recorded at a formal ceremony in routh 
Assembly each year.  in respectful 
silence, the new leaders come forward 
to publicly sign a pledge to uphold 
the rules, standards, expectations and 
values of Bromsgrove to the best of 
their ability. The applause that follows 
the final signature is always heartfelt 
and enduring.  even those who may 
be disappointed at not having been 
selected themselves are generous with 
their support and respectful of the 
authority bestowed.

The book is showing its age because 
it has been in permanent use since 

1950. sadly, its predecessors no longer 
exist, but this current register bears the 
signatures of every school Monitor over 
the past 66 years.  it is always a delight 
to bring it along to Old Bromsgrovian 
reunions and watch as its pages are 
turned with reverence, seeking out 
names and the fond memories they 
spark.  

equally heartening is to follow the 
trajectory of those signatories since 
they left the school.  Leadership roles 
are formative experiences and many 
of Bromsgrove’s Monitors have gone 
on to serve in other ways throughout 
their lives.  Military careers, captains 
of industry, political representatives, 
community leaders; that old book 
contains a roll call of servant leadership 
across the generations.

Fortunately, in a school blessed with so 
many talented young people who aspire 
to serve, leadership is not confined to 
the school Monitor team.  in the weeks 
ahead, new House Monitor teams will be 
named, Captains of our many sporting 
codes will be considered and leads will 
be confirmed in various cultural and 
creative pursuits. Thus setting another 
generation of Bromsgrovians on the 
path to future service to society.

PeTer CLAGUe
Headmaster
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Congratulations to Upper sixth pupil, 
Abbah Abbah, whose poem Our Wall 
won him the prestigious Housman verse 
Competition. He read his winning piece 
to the school in routh Assembly. 

Housman 
verse Prize   

Dean’s Prize 
well done to Brian Hui has been 
awarded the Dean’s Physiotherapy 
scholarship for international students 
at Brunel University.

informal Concert 
Pupils gave a wonderful early evening concert of music which soothed and 
uplifted after a busy working day. Performances were given by the windband and 
soloists, and the audience was delighted to be enchanted by such lovely music in 
the surroundings of the Housman room. 

sports Day 
well done to all the athletes who took part in the House Athletics Competition on 
May Day, and to all the pupils who came to watch and offered very enthusiastic 
support for their House representatives. 

Individual winners 
U15 - ethan Hart and Daisy Clements 
U17 - Adrian wong  and Tilly Giles 
U20 - Harry Liversidge and izzy James 

Special Trophies:
senior Girls 100m - Lauren Brown
Girls House 4 x 200m - Hazeldene
Boys 4 x 400m - wendron Gordon
senior Boys 4 x 100m -  walters
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eco Committee 
The Prep school eco Committee was 
extremely proud to be awarded the 
eco schools Bronze award. Their 
activities include installing the recycling 
point where batteries, stamps and 
ink cartridges can be recycled for 
charity, and supporting the Geography 
department by collecting plastic 
bottle tops. The Committee gave a 
presentation to pupils outlining the 
importance of having a reusable water 
bottle in school to reduce the plastic 
waste, encouraging every pupil to bring 
in their own bottle to use.  They installed 
a green wheelie bin on the concourse 
to collect compostable fruit waste, and 
they raised £80 from their stall during 
Charities week.  

The climbing club went to Snowdonia to develop their rock climbing skills.  Under the watchful eye of a well-qualified and 
inspirational instructor from Arete Outdoors in Llanrug, the  students were taken to a rock face for some top-rope climbing, 
where they practised belaying and climbing on natural rock formations.  They then went to rAC boulders, close to Capel 
Curig, where they discovered the joys of bouldering and honed their climbing techniques on challenging problems.  several 
students had an introduction to lead climbing and belaying, and had the opportunity to practise placing protection in a rock 
crack, while lead climbing. The weekend trip finished with a long 40m abseil and a hike to a crag on Holyhead Mountain, 
where they climbed several top-roped climbs, including a strange thrutching climb into a cave, and they climbed a finger and 
hand jamming crack. we suspect this has whetted their appetites for more outdoors adventures.   

expedition 
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Brain Training 
Year 8 enjoyed a full day of investigating study skills. This included an introduction to the world of linking by Andy salmon, 
also known as sir Linkalot. The tips and tricks for remembering were delivered in a very engaging way, which certainly 
enthused all the pupils. Other sessions included using sketchnoting and an introduction to a range of revision techniques. The 
session for parents was well attended and created plenty of interest in these learning techniques.  

ski Trip 
This year the Prep school ski trip 
returned to Davos in the region 
of Klosters. The six days of skiing 
proved very successful for all the 
pupils, whether beginner or more 
advanced skier. The huge range 
of slopes at Davos are perfect for 
a group as diverse as ours, the ski 
instructors were excellent and the 
weather was very kind to the group.  
skiing through the trees on a 
beautiful red run was certainly one 
of the highlights for many students, 
although they might argue the 
enforced swimming session, due to 
poor weather on the last day, was 
the highlight! Organisation for next 
year’s trip to sestriere is already 
underway.
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After twelve months of planning and 
preparation, pupils and staff were 
excited to create their garden design at 
the Malvern show ground. Prep teacher 
Mrs Dakin and her team of green-
fingered gardeners from both Prep and 
Pre-Prep travelled to the show ground 
to undertake the build and the planting 
up of the show garden. 

The garden, entitled “Out of this 
world”, had a space theme which has 
enhanced the learning experiences 
of all involved. The end result was 
fantastic and included creative planting, 
a rocket bench and a beautiful mosaic.

The garden was commended and the 
team were delighted to be awarded 
runners-up in the build category.  They 
were equally delighted that Monty Don, 
Joe swift and Chris Collins (the former 
Blue Peter gardener) all admired it too. 

we are very grateful to Mrs Dakin for 
her enthusiasm and to Mr whitlock 
(parent) for his energy and commitment 
to the garden creation.  A special 
thanks to school gardeners scott and 
Ashley who have been working on 
this project from the start and have 
conveyed their passion for gardening to 
the pupils.

Garden Delight
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Twenty-four boys took part in the 
rugby schools Tennis Open. This is a 
Davis Cup style event where each pair 
competes in both singles and doubles, 
with the team with the most amount 
of games achieving a place in the 
following rounds. eight schools took 

part, totalling 32 pairs in the U15 and 
31 pairs in the U18 events. 

All pupils played extremely well and 
progressed in their categories, but in 
particular the U15 pairing of stuart 
shannon and Cameron Owen won  

through to the semi-final where they 
achieved third place after winning 
the 3rd/4th playoff round against 
shrewsbury school in a doubles 
tiebreak decider.   The U15s pairing of 
Alex Collins and Maxim edgar won the 
consolation draw. 

stuart shannon also played in the 
U14 Doubles event at the edinburgh 
waverley Tennis Open, one of the most 
prestigious Grade 3 events on the LTA 
regional Tour.  

stuart and his partner progressed 
through the early rounds and a close 
semi-final (6-7, 7-5, 11-9) to contest 
an exciting and nerve-racking final 
which they won in three sets, 3-6, 6-4, 
13-11!  

As the 2017 U14 doubles champions 
for this event, they will have their 
names engraved on a trophy that has 
Jamie Murray as a previous winner.         

Tennis 

A rep Act  
senior school pupil ellie Johnson has 
been  appearing at the Birmingham 
rep in To sir with Love. 
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Mini Marathon 

Uni research 
The Lower sixth welcomed a 
representative from Oxford Brookes 
University  and the University of 
surrey for talks on starting their 
research about university destinations 
and how to start their Personal 
statements.  

Bromsgrove Futures are organising 
the annual Lower sixth Higher 
education Day on 20th June when 
parents will also will be invited to talk 
to university representatives at the 
Uni Fair during the afternoon. 
 

LAMDA 
Congratulations to the senior school pupils  who have passed their London 
Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts examinations (LAMDA):
Level1: Annabel schulze
Level 2:Ka Yi Lau
Level 3: Abbah Abbah, nandini Bulchandani, Cosima Leithner, Abigail Gill, 
Paige Corcoran, Osarumwense Okunbo and Liberty Guillamon.

Congratulations also, to the following Prep school pupils who passed LAMDA 
exams earlier in the year: isabella Hyams, Lachlan Halls, sagar wood, 
Megan Price, Delilah wood, Leah Marie, Tallulah white, erica Lewis, Lola 
Broadhurst, Amelia Fox, Aanika sanikop, Monty Pritchard, Amelia Lees, George 
Christodoulou, Joseph Billig, Monty Cooke, Henry Foster, Henry Greaves, 
Georgiana Howdle, Montgomery Lees, Frederick Lees, Maria Christodoulou, 
Austin Cooke, isabella Hicks, Hamza suleman, Charles Cooper, Gabby Billig, 
Anna Connell, Polly Dakin, Lidia Belcuore, Gabriel Brown, elise Connell, Kiki 
Tan, Megan wilson, Lola Hill and Georgia Hancox.

well done to Orla walker and Abbie 
saker who both represented the west 
Midlands in the London mini marathon 
– this is a race consisting of the top 
elite junior runners in the country.
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Twitter news 
we are delighted to have achieved a  
Top 5 rating from the BsA for our Twitter  
activity. The average social score for co-
ed independent schools is 34 and we 
are proud that our score is a staggering 
52. Thank you to all our followers, and 
to those who enthusiastically provide 
the material for this to happen.  

Young enterprise
Following their victory at the north worcestershire Trade Fair in March, Young enterprise Team embark achieved further 
success at the Area Final. All of their hard work was rewarded when they won Best Company report and Best Overall 
Company, two fantastic accolades. They now progress through to the regional Final. 
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Choral evensong 
The Chamber Choir travelled to Oxford to sing Choral evensong with the Mixed Choir of worcester College, conducted by its 
director Tom Allery. The two educational establishments are connected through generous endowments of their founder, sir 
Thomas Cookes, and music for the service was programmed to reflect works by composers from Oxford and Worcestershire. 
The choir enjoyed a tour of the college and its beautiful grounds before a rehearsal and magnificent service, attended by 
many Bromsgrove supporters in the ornate chapel at the Oxford college. it was a great privilege to sing alongside a top 
university choir, and with a great sense of occasion. 
introit: Te lucis anteterminum Matthew Martin (Director of Music, Keble College, Oxford) 
responses: Bernard rose (former informator Choristarum, Magdalen College, Oxford)
Canticles: Herbert Murrill (former Organ scholar, worcester College, Oxford)
Anthem: Great is the Lord edward elgar (b.1857, worcester)
   

Jungle Fever 
intrepid Year 3 explorers began their 
adventure into the Jungle with a trip to 
Bristol Zoo. They enjoyed an exciting 
education session, where they learnt 
about the importance of rainforests 
and how they can help to conserve 
them. They encountered some live 
rainforest creatures; every child was 
invited to hold a hissing cockroach, 
they met a lampropeltis triangulum 
- more commonly known as a milk 
snake, and they were allowed to stroke 
a Madagascan tenrec. They explored 
the Zoo and had fun looking out for the 
rainforest creatures; a firm favourite 
amongst the children was the two-day 
old baby gorilla. 
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Learning the Lingo 
Modern Language students benefitted 
from some in-country learning over 
the easter break. 

German
seventeen pupils took part in 
the annual exchange with the 
Gymnasium Hermannswerder 
in Potsdam.  The pupils stayed 
in host families and took part in 
a number of trips in Berlin and 
Potsdam.  

French
Fifteen pupils pupils took part in the 
French trip to normandy. The pupils 
visited cultural and historical sites 
such as the Mont saint Michel and 
were involved in a variety of activities 
such as fencing and bread-making, all 
conducted in French.

Confirmation 
Five students and one member of staff were confirmed by the Bishop of Worcester, The Right Reverend Dr John Inge, in the 
Memorial Chapel. 

Those confirmed were Michaelia Yeung, George Elliott, Sam Phillips, Katie Akers, Jude Wynter and  teacher James Baldrey.
 

Spanish
Twelve pupils embarked on an intensive revision course in Málaga with enforex. 
Pupils enjoyed the trip tremendously, especially trips to nerja, Córdoba, Granada 
and the birth place of spanish poet Federico Garcia Lorca. Pupils enjoyed trying a 
variety of new foods including tapas and paella.
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Athletics  
Kieran valley and Candy Lockett 
took part in the City of stoke AC 
competition where they both 
performed well;  Kieran won silver 
in the shot and discus competition 
and Candy won gold in discus 
and silver in hammer. Candy also 
gained English Schools qualification 
standard in the hammer. 

 

sports Talk 
As part of their topic on food, Year 
1 were visited by Matt Mullan, a 
professional rugby player. Matt talked 
about his training regime and the 
importance of eating the right foods 
to support this level of fitness. The 
children were amazed to find out  
that he eats seven meals a day! They 
enjoyed seeing a selection of his rugby 
medals and trying on his rugby caps. 

iAPs swimming
The National IAPS swimming finals 
were held at the K2 sports complex 
in Crawley. The U10 4 x 25m 
medley relay team comprising of 
william Pridden, Oliver Dieppe, Beau 
vaughan-Hawkins and Bobby riley. 
The boys swam superbly and finished 
in 9th position overall just a second 
and a half outside the school record 
set nine years ago. 

The boys also swam well in individual 
races with the best performance of 
the day going to sebastian Perry in 
the U13 50m backstroke where he 
finished 7th place in the final.  
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On Your Marks.... 
Congratulations to Chemistry teacher 
Margaret Werret who is one of five UK 
officials to have been appointed by the 
international Paralympic Committee 
(IPC) to officiate at the World Para 
Athletics Championships taking place 
in July in the London stadium at the 
Queen elizabeth Olympic Park. Dr 
werrett will be the international starter 
overseeing all the track events to 
ensure all starting operations run fairly 
and without incident. 

The international starter must be at the 
start of every event and will work with 
the team of starters appointed by the 
local organising committee.
 

Dr werrett was the chief starter at the 
Paralympics as well as a starter at the 
Olympics in London in 2012. 

since then she was the international 
starter at the european Para Athletics 
Championships in Grosseto in 2016, 
and in 2015 at the Para Pan Am Games 
Toronto.

 she said “i am delighted to have been 
appointed. it is so exciting to have the 
Championships here in the UK and 
to be part of it. i know it will be a very 
special and memorable event.”

Hockey  
esme Gibson was selected to play 
for england U16s against Ulster. 

Grace’s Cakes 
Year 4 pupil Grace Morrall 
organised and hosted a cake sale 
and raffle. This charity fundraiser, 
in aid of supporting somalian 
refugees, was well supported by 
pupils and their families. 

“The cake sale went really well,” 
reports Grace. “we have raised a 
total of £395 so far, and we still 
have more donations coming in.”

Biology Olympiad 
More than 7500 biology students 
took part in the 2017 British Biology 
Olympiad, including a talented group 
of our pupils. well done to Anna 
Kovalevskaia who scored a bronze 
medal, Timofei Chernenga and Mandy 
Heung who both scored  silver medals 
and to Brian Leung and nikita Bedov 
who scored gold medals, putting them 
in the top 6% of entrants. Brian and 
nikita both scored above the threshold 
in the gold category to qualify for the 
penultimate round of the competition.  
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The international Class of 2017
Our Upper sixth have had an exceptional year of international university offers with our best ever north American cohort. 
 
Congratulations to all the students who have gained international University Offers this year: 
new York University Abu Dhabi - Danny Guo, 
University of British Columbia (UBC)  - Olivia Bond ILOT award, Brian Hui and Viacheslav Trofimov, 
University of Pennsylvania - Josephine wiklund, 
University of Mount Olive - Candy Lockett, sports scholarship, 
Glion institute of Higher education - Hannah schieck, 
University of Michigan - Anamaria Cuza, 
Boston College - suren Akopyan, 
new York University stern Business school - Lidia Pozhidaeva,
University of Chicago - Diana saakyan and iuliia Gurevych, 
University of California, UC irvine - Ashley Cheung, UCLA/UC Davies -  Angelina Kim and UCLA - Anna Kovalevskaia. 

in support of next year’s applications, 
the Lower sixth were able to take 
advantage of our international university 
fair where they could talk directly with 
representatives from a large group of 
top international universities to find out 
more about studying overseas.  
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Chicken Digest 
After a winter of heavy modifications and development where the Chicken was put on strict diet and lost at least 10kgs in 
weight, had a host of new aero parts fitted to create less drag, and was treated to a new yellow powder coated frame, the 
revitalised beast was released on the kitcar world. 

The venue for the first race of the season was the ever popular Rockingham Raceway. Thirty-seven teams attended the event 
with new Greenpower partners (and sponsors) BMw and siemens.  since last season the team has climbed yet again in the 
world standings from 49th to 28th overall and is now the 2nd fastest Kitcar on the planet.  At rockingham the team was ranked 
as potentially the 4th fastest F24 car as numbers 1, 9 and 22 were out in force for the seasonal opener.  with a dozen new 
team members in attendance, strategic driver choices had to be made for optimum performance during the race.  

rockingham is a daunting track and it surprised some of our newer team members with the sheer vastness and size of the 1.47 
mile circuit, but the practice rounds enabled the drivers to put their nerves behind them and start the races with confidence. 

in race One, Team Chicken started on the front of the grid with the other F24 top seeded cars. Drivers Alek Florov, Lucy 
Jenkins and Hamish sutherland brought the Chicken home for a comfortable Kitcar win and an F24 position of 4th. in race 
Two Scarlett Bond, Molly-Jo Sword and Nathan Summers confirmed ours was indeed the best Kitcar on the day by far and 
again 4th fastest overall in the F24 championship.

The team of will edwards, scarlett Bond, Cameron Chance, Molly-Jo sward, nathan summers, Hamish sutherland, Alek 
Florov, Frankie McCaig, Champion Pongpaew, Luke weller, Lucy Jenkins and ellie Chan proudly collected the trophy and 
medals. 
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summer Activities
Bromsgrove summer Activity and sports 
Camps, offer children the opportunity to 
make new friends, improve skills and, 
crucially, burn off energy in the most 
productive and exciting ways.

The camps, for children aged 8 - 13 cater 
for all interests and tastes, and are held 
for six weeks in the summer holidays with 
additional sports camps being held at 
winterfold.  Camps run daily from 8.30am 
until 5.45pm and include a hot lunch. 

The camps are open to all children in the 
area, so if your children have friends who 
don’t attend Bromsgrove but would like to 
come along please give them the details.

To book a place on the Activity Camps 
please contact Mrs sue Atkinson  by 
phone or by email:
activities@bromsgrove-school.co.uk
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Bromsgrovians

All photos featured on the Bromsgrovian pages, including individual’s names and years, can be found on the Bromsgrovian Facebook site. 

Clive Bromilow 
Clive Bromilow (63-68) popped in to 
visit us whilst visiting the UK.  Clive, 
who now lives in south Africa enjoyed 
a tour of the school and reminiscing 
about his time here. 

Jonathan Finn

Appreciation 
Lunch
it was wonderful to welcome so many 
of our donors and members of the sir 
Thomas Cookes Legacy society back to 
Bromsgrove on Thursday, 27th April. 
OBs reminisced about their school days 
and listened to the Headmaster talk 
about the developments taking place 
today. 

Old Bromsgrovian Jonathan Finn (Lu 78-83) presented a Bromsgrove Futures 
seminar about the european Convention of Human rights. Jonathan, a lecturer 
at Aston school of Law, challenged the students’ knowledge and then presented  
them with a human rights case that had been brought against the Press by 
celebrity naomi Campbell. 

Future OB Events 
Saturday 1st July  Old Bromsgrovian Marquee at Commem
Saturday 9th September  1970-1979 Leavers’ reunion

For more information about any of these events please contact Megan Griffiths or Jenny Bossard in the  Alumni Office.  
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Bromsgrovians
Ladies’ Lunch 
The 2017 ladies’ lunch was a huge 
success, with thanks to Mrs Maund 
(Assistant Head Pastoral) for her 
speech, in which she recounted her 
36 years at Bromsgrove. Catherine 
retires at the end of this term and we 
are indebted to her for her invaluable 
service to the school. 

we look forward to welcoming Old 
Bromsgrovians and parents to future 
lunches at the school. Please do send 
in your suggestions for guest speakers. 

The photo shows  Catherine with some 
of the first girls she taught at 
Bromsgrove – Helen Gunton, Jane 
Tozer and Linda Case.

Hilary newton 
it was with great sadness that we learned of the death of our friend and colleague, Hilary newton (Academic staff 1992-2012), 
just after easter. 

Hilary, along with her husband Bob, began their twenty-year journey at Bromsgrove in 1992 and navigated it with such passion 
and joy. seven years after joining the school, Hilary and Bob were appointed as Cobham Houseparents, always making the 
pupils feel secure when they were such a long way from home. even during the holidays, they ran easter trips to places such as 
Hyde House in Dorset where pupils could develop skills such as sailing and raft building. 

Hilary’s funeral service was well attended by her colleagues, former pupils and friends from the school.  


